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CS251 – Spring 2008

Assignment 5.v0 – Single-Cycle Processors

Bill Cowan

General Instructions. This assignment is optional. Everybody should do it because it will certainly improve
their performance on the final exam. Anybody who wishes can hand in a solution at the beginning of class
on Friday, June 27, 2008. I will mark ones that are handed in and , if the student desires, include the mark
averaged with the other assignments at the end of term. There is no penalty for choosing not to hand in the
assignment.

Note. The benefits from doing this assignment and having it marked lie almost exclusively in understanding
the course material better.

1  What you should do.

This assignment asks you to add several shift instructions to the single-cycle processor design we have been
describing in class. The accompanying PDF on barrel shifters should be used for filling in details of your
design. Among other things the PDF shows you the diagram for a 32-bit barrel shifter, a LSH32, that does
rotation and arithmetic shifts. There are two R-type MIPS instructions easily implemented using a
component like it.

1. Shift left logical, which fills the vacated bits with zeros, denoted sll rd, rt, shamt, where rd is the
register where the result will be stored, rt is the register where the value to be shifted is currently
stored, and shamt is a five-bit integer, the number of bits of shift. This instruction is coded as
( 000000 | rs | rt | rd | shamt | 000000 ). Notice that the value in rs is ignored.

2. Shift right arithmetic, which fills the vacated bits with the sign bit, denoted sra rd, rt, shamt,
with the same register identifications as above.  This instruction is coded as
( 000000 | rs | rt | rd | shamt | 000011 ). Notice that the value in rs is ignored.

2  Steps to Follow.

1. Start with Figure 5.17 on page 307 of the textbook. Add the barrel shifter to the diagram and draw
datapaths connecting its inputs and outputs.

2. Determine which data paths require multiplexors and define control signals that set the datapaths
correctly.

3. Create a new logical unit ‘Shifter control’ that will supply control signals (WRAP/FILL and LEFT/
RIGHT) for the shifter

4. Generalize ‘Control’ in order to provide any new control signals you need and to provide any input
you need for ‘Shifter control’.

5. Make a datapath from the instruction to the SFT0-5 input of the shifter.
6. At this point your diagram is probably pretty messy. Think about how to make it less messy and easier

to understand. Then redraw it.
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